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REQUEST FOR QUALIFICATIONS AND PROPOSALS

INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY RESOURCES AND EQUIPMENT

Introduction
Information Technology has important effect on business operations of all types and sizes of
entities. No matter the size of the enterprise, information technology has both tangible and
intangible benefits that guide and monitor budgets, ro ide inno ati e solutions to client needs,
track roduction of ser ices, and document areas that may re uire recommended remedies
Information technology is a “must” for ensuring customer satisfaction in any industry.
To ensure the success of City of Central City Services, information technology resources
and equipment are especially important based on the multiple departments and services
that can become intermingled. There are instances where department services may
overlap during the performance of quality-of-life services upon which the City of Central
and its citizens rely. Information Technology specialists, resources, and equipment are
essential to keeping the lines of communication open between departments, and most
importantly with the Mayor and his staff. Knowledge is power…readily available, real-time
knowledge is even more powerful in successfully managing the City Services.
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REQUEST FOR QUALIFICATIONS AND PROPOSALS

INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY RESOURCES AND EQUIPMENT
List IT resources, including software and hardware which will be
available for provision of services provided in Scope

Infrastructure: Our plan is to conduct
an assessment of existing infrastructure.
The assessment will include identifying
all existing IT equipment and assets, including but
not limited to computers, printers, servers, phones,
network bandwidth, and more. We will consider age
of asset, interoperability, licenses, reliability, fail-over
redundancies and more as we come up with our
assessment recommendations.
We will design a migration plan (along with
optimization) for moving all City IT infrastructure
into its own dedicated, secure private cloud,
utilizing our Microsoft Azure platform. This would
mean dedicated cloud-based servers for all
applications, databases, networks, etc., that will
be pro-actively monitored and allow for industryleading performance and reliability. Because of
our Microsoft Azure platform, we have limitless
ability to deploy and scale the core backbone of IT
infrastructure-networks, database and application
servers.

Following the IT assessment, CSRS
will provide the City of Central....
Computers: Laptops, docking stations,
applicable monitors and the other IT
infrastructure as determined by assessment.
This is an optimal setup as it enables people to take
their laptop to meetings, and it is powerful enough
when back at their desk to handle any processing
needed.
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Phones: Cloud based VoIP phone
as determined by IT assessment.

Multi-function printer/scanner/
copiers: Equipment best-suited
for the City’s needs as determined
by IT assessment.

Software Licenses to be
procured:
• GBA Master Series – would
procure additional licenses from
vendor and administer
• Tyler Incode – would procure
additional licenses from vendor and
administer
• Accela – would procure additional
licenses from vendor and administer
Software Licenses currently held:
• Microsoft Windows 10 – already
administer with vendor; would
segregate entity and procure licenses
• icrosoft Office 65 – already
administer with vendor; would
segregate entity and procure licenses
• ESRI GIS – already administer with
vendor; would segregate entity and
procure licenses
• Adobe Acrobat Pro – already
administer with vendor; would
segregate entity and procure licenses

REQUEST FOR QUALIFICATIONS AND PROPOSALS

INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY RESOURCES AND EQUIPMENT
List IT resources and equipment
which are owned by Respondent
and those which will be acquired
prior to performing services

The following IT resources and equipment are
already owned by the Respondent:
• Microsoft Windows 10
• icrosoft Office 65
• ESRI GIS
• Adobe Acrobat Pro
• Other Applications – CSRS regularly uses some
other best-in-class software applications that
may be of interest to the City. If, after business
process consultations, the City wishes to utilize
these applications to supplement or to replace
existing resources, then CSRS would segregate
entity and procure additional licenses
The following IT resources will be software licenses
procured from the software vendor:
• GBA Master Series
• Tyler Incode
• Accela

List IT resources and equipment solely
dedicated to the City of Central
List IT resources that will be shared
with Respondent’s other clients or
customers

All IT equipment will be solely dedicated to the City
of Central, run on its own private network, all with
new, dedicated equipment.

All IT resources proposed by CSRS for the delivery
of the City Services are intended to be dedicated
solely to the City of Central with the exception of
the IT Senior Advisor and his assistant as described
in Section C. These senior staff members will be
responsible for initial migration and will be available
for ongoing consulting and support on an as-needed
basis.
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REQUEST FOR QUALIFICATIONS AND PROPOSALS

INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY RESOURCES AND EQUIPMENT
Explain Respondent’s ability to
access additional IT resources during
heavy work periods and during
emergency situations.

CSRS’ internal IT procedure includes maintaining
and housing additional computers and telephones in
the event of heavy work periods and for immediate
access during emergency or catastrophic situations.
Regarding networks and servers, our Azure
platform allows our IT department to scale up our
infrastructure instantly—within minutes—in the event
of disaster recovery or when the need arises to
temporarily allocate additional resources.
CSRS has agreements in place with hardware and
software suppliers to provide additional equipment in
the event of catastrophic situations.
CSRS has numerous technology vendor partners
to call upon for additional resources (both local and
national) with whom we regularly engage and have
had much project success.
CSRS’ local in-house IT resources can be quickly
deployed to the Central Municipal Services Building
in the event of the need for assistance with physical
equipment.
CSRS’ Azure platform gives us the ability to restore
servers from backup—systems are back up and
running within hours after an emergency.

Indicate how Respondent will
replace some or all IT resources if
entity reorganizes or terminates.
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CSRS is responding as a single entity, and therefore
all IT resources will be provided solely by CSRS’
internal IT department. Should the contract cease,
then CSRS will work with the City of Central or its
new partner to purchase resources or services and
transition equipment and infrastructure, if so desired.
All City of Central data including files, emails,
databases, etc), would be turned over to the City.
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REQUEST FOR QUALIFICATIONS AND PROPOSALS

EQUIPMENT AND RESOURCES OTHER THAN
INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY RESOURCES AND EQUIPMENT
In response to RFQ and P page 7 related to equipment and resources other than IT equipment and resources, the
table below describes our plan for usage of any currently-owned equipment and equipment or resources that need
to be acquired.

CSRS’ equipment to be used to
provide services and equipment
to be acquired prior to performing
services

CSRS does not anticipate using its existing owned equipment to
provide services to the City. The non-information technology resources
and equipment needs will be identified in the resource plan to be
prepared as part of CSRS’ transition plan (Section I).

CSRS’ equipment solely dedicated to the City of Central

Any equipment that is identified as a requirement in the resource plan
is intended to be dedicated solely for use in the City of Central City
Services program.

CSRS’ equipment to be shared
with CSRS’ other clients and
customers

Equipment that is not needed exclusively by the City of Central City
Services program and is eligible for sharing with other clients will be
discussed with the Mayor and will only be shared with his prior approval.

During transition, CSRS intends to complete the following tasks
associated with emergency and catastrophic services:
CSRS’ ability to access additional
equipment and resources other
than IT equipment and resources
during heavy work periods and
during emergency or catastrophic
situations

If more than one single entity, how
will respondent would replace
some or all the resources if
any entity was to reorganize or
terminate?

•
•
•
•
•

Evaluate the City’s existing emergency management plan
Coordinate with stakeholders
Develop proposed scope of work
Assist in the proper procurement of disaster service providers
Establish pre-event/contingency contracts

These contracts will meet federal requirements to maximize the
possibility of future financial assistance and would only be implemented
in the event there is a need. These pre-positioned contracts have
proven to ease the burden of response and expedite services that the
citizens desperately need during and after emergency and catastrophic
events. (see Section J. Emergency and Catastrophic Response).

Not applicable, as CSRS, Inc. is proposing to provide the scope of
services as a single entity.
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REQUEST FOR QUALIFICATIONS AND PROPOSALS

INSURANCE AND BOND
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REQUEST FOR QUALIFICATIONS AND PROPOSALS

INSURANCE AND BOND
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REQUEST FOR QUALIFICATIONS AND PROPOSALS

PROPOSAL
Proposed Cost
In this section we have included our Pricing Proposal. As requested, we have utilized the PROPOSAL
FORM format per Exhibit E. We have provided proposed cost per year for All Services in the RFQ and
P as defined in the Scope of Services in Exhibit A and have included the per mile cost for drainage
maintenance, basic labor and after-hour/emergency labor.

Exhibit E - Proposal Form

All Services in RFQ and P

PERIOD

AMOUNT

YEAR 1

$ 4,573,120

YEAR 2

$ 4,733,179

YEAR 3

$ 4,898,840

YEAR 4

$ 5,070,300

YEAR 5

$ 5,247,760

DRAINAGE MAINTENANCE - Excavation Per Mile in addition to amount of
off-road drainage required in Scope of Services. **

$ 95,000 / mi.

DRAINAGE MAINTENANCE - Cleaning Per Mile in addition to amount of offroad drainage required in Scope of Services. **

$ 95,000 / mi.

Basic Labor for additional services per hour
(Equivalent 4-man crew hourly rate, during normal working hours*)

$ 240 / hr.

After-hour | Emergency Labor for additional services per hour
(Equivalent 4-man crew hourly rate, outside of normal working hours*)

$ 350 / hr.

* Normal working hours are 8 hours per day on weekdays, excluding holidays.
** Pricing provided for drainage maintenance includes labor and equipment only and are based on actual costs
incurred by Looks Great Services, Inc. to perform the removal of man-made debris and dead vegetation from offroad drainage within the City of Central (RFP 2017_001). The prices do not include permitting, disposal, debris
monitoring (if needed), or project management. CSRS is currently managing RFP 2017_001 on behalf of the City.
Costs for future maintenance activities may vary significantly depending on the actual scope of services to be
performed. Following award, CSRS will define specific scopes of services and fees associated with typical drainage
maintenance activities for the City to consider.
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REQUEST FOR QUALIFICATIONS AND PROPOSALS

CONTRACT
Contract Execution
CSRS agrees to execute a contract substantially similar to the Sample Contract attached to the
Request for Qualifications and Proposals for City Services, labeled Exhibit B.
All documents requiring a signature, including the Contract, will be signed by the individual
authorized by CSRS’ Board of Directors to bind the company. See CSRS’ Board Resolution
included in this section.

Acknowledgment of Addenda
CSRS acknowledges that no addenda have been issued related to the City of Central’s Request for
Qualifications and Proposals for City Services.

Acknowledgment of Response to Questions & Answers

BREC Central Sports Park

PHOTO B CSRS, INC

CSRS acknowledges receipt on December 12, 201 , via email the responses to questions 1
through 4 submitted during the Q & A period.
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CONTRACT
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